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Front Hooks 6s to make 7s 

L 

L-ADDERS LADDERS ADDELRS LADDER, to cause run in stocking [v] 

L-AGGERS LAGGERS AEGGLRS LAGGER, laggard (one that lags (to stay or fall behind)) [n] 

L-AIRIER LAIRIER AEIILRR LAIRY, unpleasantly loud [adj] 

L-AIRING LAIRING AGIILNR LAIR, to live in lair (wild animal's resting or dwelling place) [v] 

L-AMBERS LAMBERS ABELMRS LAMBER, ewe that is lambing [n] 

L-AMENTS LAMENTS AELMNST LAMENT, to express sorrow or regret for [v] 

L-AMPING LAMPING AGILMNP LAMP, to look at [v] 

L-ARCHES LARCHES ACEHLRS LARCH, coniferous tree [n] 

L-ASHING LASHING AGHILNS flogging (whipping (material used to whip)) [n -S] / LASH, to strike with whip [v] 

L-ASTERS LASTERS AELRSST LASTER, one that lasts (to continue in existence) [n] 

L-AUDING LAUDING ADGILNU LAUD, to praise (to express approval or admiration of) [v] 

L-AWLESS LAWLESS AELLSSW having no system of laws [adj] 

L-AWNING LAWNING AGILNNW LAWN, to cover with ornamental grass [v] 

L-EARNED LEARNED ADEELNR LEARN, to gain knowledge by experience, instruction, or study [v] 

L-EARNER LEARNER AEELNRR one that learns (to gain knowledge by experience, instruction, or study) [n -S] 

L-EASERS LEASERS AEELRSS LEASER, one that leases (to grant temporary use of in exchange for rent) [n] 

L-EASING LEASING AEGILNS falsehood [n -S] / LEASE, to grant temporary use of in exchange for rent [v] 

L-ECHING LECHING CEGHILN LECH, to engage in lechery [v] 

L-EDGERS LEDGERS DEEGLRS LEDGER, account book of final entry [n] 

L-EDGIER LEDGIER DEEGILR LEDGY, abounding in ledges [adj] 

L-EERIER LEERIER EEEILRR LEERY, suspicious [adj] 

L-EERILY LEERILY EEILLRY LEERY, suspicious [adv] 

L-EGGIER LEGGIER EEGGILR LEGGY, having long legs [adj] 

L-EGGING LEGGING EGGGILN covering for leg [n -S] / LEG, to move with legs (appendages that serve as means of support and locomotion) [v] 

L-ENDERS LENDERS DEELNRS LENDER, one that lends (to give temporary use of) [n] 

L-ENDING LENDING DEGILNN act of giving something temporarily [n -S] / LEND, to give temporary use of [v] 

L-ETCHED LETCHED CDEEHLT LETCH, to lech (to engage in lechery) [v] 

L-ETCHES LETCHES CEEHLST LETCH, to lech (to engage in lechery) [v] 

L-ICKERS LICKERS CEIKLRS LICKER, one that licks (to pass tongue over surface of) [n] 

L-IGNIFY LIGNIFY FGIILNY to convert into wood [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

L-IGNITE LIGNITE EGIILNT type of coal [n -S] 

L-IMPING LIMPING GIILMNP LIMP, to walk lamely [v] 

L-INDIES LINDIES DEIILNS LINDY, to perform fast, lively dance [v] 

L-INKERS LINKERS EIKLNRS LINKER, one that links (to connect (to join together)) [n] 

L-INKING LINKING GIIKLNN LINK, to connect (to join together) [v] 

L-INTERS LINTERS EILNRST LINTER, machine for removing fibers from cotton seeds [n] 

L-IONISE LIONISE EIILNOS to lionize (to treat or regard as celebrity) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

L-IONIZE LIONIZE EIILNOZ to treat or regard as celebrity [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

L-IZARDS LIZARDS ADILRSZ LIZARD, any of suborder of reptiles [n] 

L-OBELIA LOBELIA ABEILLO flowering plant [n -S] 

L-OCKERS LOCKERS CEKLORS LOCKER, enclosure that may be locked [n] 

L-OCULAR LOCULAR ACLLORU having or divided into loculi [adj] 

L-OCULUS LOCULUS CLLOSUU small, cell-like chamber [n -S] 

L-OLLIES LOLLIES EILLLOS LOLLY, lollipop (piece of candy on end of stick) [n] 
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L-OMENTA LOMENTA AELMNOT LOMENTUM, loment (type of plant pod) [n] 

L-OTTERS LOTTERS ELORSTT LOTTER, one who assembles merchandise into salable lots [n] 

L-OUTING LOUTING GILNOTU LOUT, to bow in respect [v] 

L-OVERLY LOVERLY ELLORVY LOVER, one that loves another [adj] 

L-OWLIER LOWLIER EILLORW LOWLY, low in position or rank [adj] 

L-UMBERS LUMBERS BELMRSU LUMBER, to cut down and prepare timber for market [v] 

L-UMPING LUMPING GILMNPU LUMP, to make into lumps (shapeless masses) [v] 

 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

Front Hooks 7s to make 8s 

L 

L-ABILITY LABILITY ABIILLTY state of being labile (likely to change) [n -TIES] 

L-ACERATE LACERATE AACEELRT to tear roughly [v -D, -TING, -S] 

L-AIRIEST LAIRIEST AEIILRST LAIRY, unpleasantly loud [adj] 

L-ANGUISH LANGUISH AGHILNSU to lose vigor or vitality [v -D, -ING, -ES] 

L-ASHLESS LASHLESS AEHLLSSS lacking lash (whip) [adj] 

L-AUREATE LAUREATE AAEELRTU to laurel (to crown with wreath of evergreen leaves) [v -D, -TING, -S] 

L-AWFULLY LAWFULLY AFLLLUWY LAWFUL, allowed by law (body of rules governing affairs of community) [adv] 

L-AZURITE LAZURITE AEILRTUZ mineral [n -S] 

L-EARNERS LEARNERS AEELNRRS LEARNER, one that learns (to gain knowledge by experience, instruction, or study) [n] 

L-EARNING LEARNING AEGILNNR acquired knowledge [n -S] / LEARN, to gain knowledge by experience, instruction, or study [v] 

L-EDGIEST LEDGIEST DEEGILST LEDGY, abounding in ledges [adj] 

L-EERIEST LEERIEST EEEILRST LEERY, suspicious [adj] 

L-EGGIEST LEGGIEST EEGGILST LEGGY, having long legs [adj] 

L-ENDINGS LENDINGS DEGILNNS LENDING, act of giving something temporarily [n] 

L-EPIDOTE LEPIDOTE DEEILOPT flowering shrub [n -S] 

L-ETCHING LETCHING CEGHILNT LETCH, to lech (to engage in lechery) [v] 

L-IGNEOUS LIGNEOUS EGILNOSU of or resembling wood [adj] 

L-IGNITES LIGNITES EGIILNST LIGNITE, type of coal [n] 

L-IONISED LIONISED DEIILNOS LIONISE, to lionize (to treat or regard as celebrity) [v] 

L-IONISER LIONISER EIILNORS one that lionises (to lionize (to treat or regard as celebrity)) [n -S] 

L-IONISES LIONISES EIILNOSS LIONISE, to lionize (to treat or regard as celebrity) [v] 

L-IONIZED LIONIZED DEIILNOZ LIONIZE, to treat or regard as celebrity [v] 

L-IONIZER LIONIZER EIILNORZ one that lionizes (to treat or regard as celebrity) [n -S] 

L-IONIZES LIONIZES EIILNOSZ LIONIZE, to treat or regard as celebrity [v] 

L-ITERATE LITERATE AEEILRTT one who can read and write [n -S] 

L-OBELIAS LOBELIAS ABEILLOS LOBELIA, flowering plant [n] 

L-OMENTUM LOMENTUM ELMMNOTU loment (type of plant pod) [n -S, -TA] 

L-ONENESS LONENESS EELNNOSS state of being lone (having no companions) [n -ES] 

L-OWLIEST LOWLIEST EILLOSTW LOWLY, low in position or rank [adj] 

L-UMBERED LUMBERED BDEELMRU LUMBER, to cut down and prepare timber for market [v] 
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L 

L-ACERATED  LACERATED AACDEELRT LACERATE, to tear roughly [v] 

L-AZURITES  LAZURITES AEILRSTUZ LAZURITE, mineral [n] 

L-EARNINGS  LEARNINGS AEGILNNRS LEARNING, acquired knowledge [n] 

L-EERINESS  LEERINESS EEEILNRSS state of being leery (suspicious) [n -ES] 

L-EPIDOTES  LEPIDOTES DEEILOPST LEPIDOTE, flowering shrub [n] 

L-IGNIFIED  LIGNIFIED DEFGIIILN LIGNIFY, to convert into wood [v] 

L-IGNIFIES  LIGNIFIES EFGIIILNS LIGNIFY, to convert into wood [v] 

L-IMITABLE  LIMITABLE ABEIILLMT [adj] able to be limited 

L-IONISERS  LIONISERS EIILNORSS LIONISER, one that lionises (to lionize (to treat or regard as celebrity)) [n] 

L-IONISING  LIONISING GIIILNNOS LIONISE, to lionize (to treat or regard as celebrity) [v] 

L-IONIZERS  LIONIZERS EIILNORSZ LIONIZER, one that lionizes (to treat or regard as celebrity) [n] 

L-IONIZING  LIONIZING GIIILNNOZ LIONIZE, to treat or regard as celebrity [v] 

L-ITERATES  LITERATES AEEILRSTT LITERATE, one who can read and write [n] 

L-OMENTUMS  LOMENTUMS ELMMNOSTU LOMENTUM, loment (type of plant pod) [n] 

L-UMBERING  LUMBERING BEGILMNRU LUMBER, to cut down and prepare timber for market [v] / [n -S] 
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